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Abstract
Securing the sensitive data and computer systems by allowing ease access to authenticated users and
withstanding the attacks of imposters is one of the major challenges in the field of computer security.
Traditionally, ID and password are most widely used method for authenticating the computer systems. But, this
method has many loop holes such as password sharing, shoulder surfing, brute force attack, dictionary dttack,
guessing, phishing and many more. Keystroke Dynamics is one of the famous and inexpensive behavioral
biometric technologies, which will try to identify the authenticity of a user when the user is working via a
keyboard. There are many features that can be acquired using keystroke a feature. Force of Key type is one of
the features which can be obtained using a special force sensitive keyboard which is expensive. The virtual key
force is measured without using any special key board which also improves the accuracy when the feature is
used for classification.
Keywords – Keystroke; Back propagation neural network; Genetic Algorithm; Virtual Key force.
1. Introduction
Almost all the people rely on computers at certain level in day today life. Many of these systems store highly
sensitive, personal, commercial, confidential or financial data. Unauthorized access to such data will lead to loss
of money or unwanted disclosure of highly confidential data that threats the security of Information. User
Authentication prevents unauthorized access of information for providing information security. User
authentication is the process of verifying claimed identity. This is done for the purpose of performing trusted
communications between parties for computing applications.
User authentication is categorized into three classes [17] :
• Knowledge - based,
• Object or Token - based,
• Biometric - based.

Figure 1. User authentication classification

User Authentication classification is given in figure 1. The knowledge-based authentication is based on
something one knows and is characterized by secrecy. The object-based authentication relies on something one
has and is characterized by possession. The Biometric-based user authentication is based on something you are
and depends on behavioral and physiological characteristics of individuals. In knowledge-based and object-
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based approaches, passwords and tokens can be forgotten, lost or stolen. There are also usability limitations
associated with them such as managing multiple passwords / PINs, and memorizing and recalling strong
passwords which are not easy tasks. Biometric-based person recognition overcomes the above mentioned
difficulties of knowledge-based and object based approaches.
Biometric authentication is further classified into Physiological and Behavioral types [17]. Physiological
Biometric refer to what the person is, and Behavioral Biometrics are related to what a person does, or how the
person uses the body. Keystroke dynamics is considered as a strong behavioral biometric based authentication
system [1]. It is a process of analyzing the way a user types at a terminal by monitoring the keyboard in order to
identify the users based on habitual typing rhythm patterns. Moreover, unlike other biometric systems, which
may be expensive to implement, keystroke dynamics is almost free as the only hardware required is the
keyboard. There are two approaches in keystroke authentication: Static and Dynamic. Static approach
authenticates the user at logon time and Dynamic methods authenticates after logon. Static approach is used in
this paper.
This paper is organised in such a way that it is divided into four sections. The first section gives a brief
Introduction about Keystroke dynamics. The second section discusses the features. The next section discusses
about the new feature. Results are given in fourth section and the final section concludes the paper.

2. Related works
The previous works on this topic are analyzed in the Table.1. The type of used measures for keystroke
dynamics, the evaluation method and the data used for testing are analyzed.
Table 1: Analyses of previous works on keystroke dynamics

2. Features measured from Keystroke
Study
No of
Evaluation method
users

Test data

Features used

Different passwords
6-10 char
Different passwords
Average 7 character
Different passwords
Phrases

Duration, interval
Duration, interval

-

Key hold
(Duration)

Hwang,Cho, (2009)
Yu & Cho(2004)

25
21

Neural network
Neural network

Obdait & Sadaun
(1997)
Obaidat,
Macchairolo
Revett (2007)

15

Neural network

6

Neural network

50

Neural network

Cho, et al. (2000)
Lin (1997)
Brown & Rogers
(1994)

21
90
-

Neural network
Neural network
Neural network

6-15 char Different
passwords
6-8 Different passwords
15 character names

Joshi (2007)

43

Neural network

-

Dwell time
Flight time

Duration, Interval
Duration, latency
Flight time

Keystroke data can be obtained by measuring the pressing and releasing time of keys. There are many features
that can be measured from the keystrokes. They are Duration, Latency, Digraph, Tri-graph, Pressure of
keystroke, Force of Keystroke. Difficulties of typing text, Frequency of word errors, Typing rate, etc. All the
features are not useful and widely used. For measuring Pressure and Force of keystroke special type of pressure
or force sensitive keyboard is required. Difficulties of typing text, frequency of word errors, typing rate are
useful for long text. Since user will be providing only password these features are not suitable. Therefore the
timing feature such as Duration or Dwell time, Latency or Flight time, Digraph, Tri-graph are frequently
measured from keystroke which is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Timing Features of keystroke

Duration or Dwell time or Hold time It is the time to measure how long a key is pressed until it is released. It
can be calculated as
Duration = release of same key – press of same key.
Flight time or latencies
Release-press (RP): It is the Interval between a key release and next key press time. It can be calculated as
RP= press time of next key – release time of a key
Press-Press (PP) It is the Interval between two successive key press.
PP=Press time of second key-press time of first key
Press-Release(PR) It is the Interval between pressing of one key and releasing of the next key
PR= duration of first key+ duration of next key +RP.
Release-Release(RR): It is the Interval between two successive key Release.
RR=Release time of second key-Release time of first key.
Digraph is the Elapsed time between the first key press and the second key press. It can be calculated from
Press-Press Latency
Tri-graph is the elapsed time between the first key press and the Third key press.
Tri-graph= duration of first key+ duration of second key +RP between first and second key + RP between
second and third key.
3. Proposed Feature-Virtual Key force
The virtual key force is calculated based on the typing speed and behavior of the user on the key board. It
measures the time taken by the user between releasing one key and pressing another key. It is based on the fact
that each user has different typing speed and each user takes their own time to release and press another key.
The usage of keys and the typing speed and force is different for different users. Also the time interval taken for
the release of one key and press of another key is different. Consider a user typing a word which consists of ten
letters, hence there exists nine time intervals between the release of one key and press of another key. The
average typing speed of the user can be calculated based on these time intervals. Virtual key force can be
determined from the key complexity. The key complexity can be calculated as follows
• According to the complexity of usage of the keys, key complexity can be determined. It is based on the
key position and distance.
• It means that the middle row keys (i.e., the keys from A to L) on the keyboard which are easy to handle
by all the users is taken as 0. The key complexity of remaining keys is taken as 1.
In the figure 3, for the keys T,H,E the complexity label is assigned as CL=(0,1).i.e the distance from T and H is
nearer(0) and the distance between H and E is longer(1).
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Figure 3. Timing intervals between Keys

Based on the key complexity and the average time interval taken between releasing a key and pressing another
key, following algorithm which is shown in Figure 4. have been formulated:

Algorithm: Virtual Key Force (VKF)
if (key distance is nearer || longer && time interval is below average)
VKF=3 (low)
else if (key distance is nearer && time interval is above the average)
VKF =2 (medium)
else if (keys are longer and the average time interval is above the average)
VKF =1 (high)
end
Figure 4. Virtual Keys Force Algorithm

4. Results and Discussions
KSP Data Set is used for evaluation of the result [30]. This dataset represents the typing of 103 individuals on
three different words. (drizzle, jeffrey allen and pr7q1z). Each user typed the words anywhere from 7 to 503
entries (with an average of 26 entries per user). The data set contains the pressing and releasing timing of each
password character. From the obtained press and release time, Dwell time, Flight Time, Di-graph and Tri graph
are calculated. After calculating the features, the proposed Feature – Virtual Key force is calculated according to
the algorithm shown is Figure 4 and is added to the dataset. The obtained features are preprocessed using Zscore Normalization method. The performance of the proposed feature is tested with Genetic Algorithm and
Back propagation neural network. The accuracy obtained for all the three passwords with the new feature and
without using new feature is tabulated below. Table 2 gives the accuracy obtained without new feature and
Table 3. gives the accuracy obtained with the new feature – Virtual Key Force.
Table 2: Accuracy Obtained without VKF

Passwords
drizzle,
jeffrey allen
pr7q1z

Table 3: Accuracy Obtained with VKF

Accuracy (%)
89.63504
89.8893
89.92806

Passwords
drizzle,
jeffrey allen
pr7q1z

Accuracy (%)
90.8759
90.7011
90.43166

From the above table, it is shown that the accuracy has been improved more than 1% by introducing the new
feature. The training time and testing time are also tested and given in the Figure 5 and Figure 6.

.
Figure 5: Training Time taken without and with VKF
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Figure 6: Testing Time taken without and with VKF

From the above figures 5 and 6, it is shown that the training and testing times are also reduced.
5. Conclusion
The new feature – Virtual Key force has been introduced which improves the accuracy and also reduces the
training and testing time. The accuracy can further be improved using other Bio inspired computing techniques
such as particle swarm optimization and Ant colony optimization techniques.
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